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The

u. s.

Shelter Corporation, headquartered in

Greenville, South Carolina, is active in property management, real estate development and construction, and insurance, among other ventures.
Their offices are located in a two-story building in suburban Greenville.

Having experienced

tremendous growth, and anticipating more of the
same, the company has chosen to build a new office facility in downtown Greenville.

"Shelter Center" was announced in the summer of
1981, and the sedrch for a second major tenant
led to the introduction of Southern Bank

&

Trust

Company and their parent company, Southern Bancorporation. The Bank intends to occupy approximately the same amount of space as

u. s.

Shelter

initially, about one-third of the first building.

Shelter anticipates expansion of its own

needs at a rate that will fill the remaining

third by 1990.

The final development plans call for three, and
possibly four , office buildings on the site, as
well as parking facilities,

the latter to be

partially financed by the City with Federal
funds.

The first phase will con:;ist of the more

than 200,000 square foot flagship building .

A master plan is herein developed for the site
as well as an architectural ~elution for the
first phase, paralleling
tion ' s development plans .

u. s .

Shelter Corpora-
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Cliinate
for Change

In the preface to Greenville, South Carolina's
new Central Area Action Plan , David Crane, of
David Crane Associates,

Inc . , the plan's au-

thors, notes how easy i t is to overl.ook the
needs of a vital city center amidst the prospect
of continued growth and prosped ty in the Green.

.

ville re91c,n .

1

The

promises growth.

Greenville

area

c~rt,1i nly

With the climate and cost-of -

living of South Carolina's Piedmont,

and an

ideal location for distribution of goods, the
area has been cited by more than one national
perJodical for its quality of life anrl potential
for investment .

2

Its growth rate, spm:re<.1 t.o the

highest level in the state by aggressive Chamber
of Commerce campaigning has not, however, come.
without cost , and is itself one of the primary
causes of the concerns and opportunitiAs which
face the city.

~mong th ese concerns,

li3ted in

---

the Central Area Action Plan, are:

-

regional strength in attracting new economic

• The extremely low level of retail activity

growth •••

in Greenville's Central Area •

• •••

[A] nucleus of completed and recently

• A problematic mass transportation system.

announced downtown reinvestment projects,

• An increasingly disproportionate tax revenue

including •••

[the] Greenville Commons/Hyatt

base for Greenville County in comparison

Hotel, Main Street improvements, Coliseum

with the City of Greenville.

[and the]

• Significant complexities in land assembly

Tower ••••

u. s.

Shelter Corporation office

3

due to speculative holdings and properties

It is the last of these items which is of great-

held in estates and trusts.

est interest here.

Among the City's assets,

the consultants cite

the following as significant.
• A stable and financially unencumbered City
government •••

The characteristics of the

downtown setting constitute the background for
determining an appropriate answer to the needs
of

u. s.

Shelter Corporation, Southern Bancor-

poration, and any other potential users.

• Active and dedicated private business and
civic leaders who have an enviable record of
raising public interest development funds •••
• A general picture of low cost-of-living and
high quality services providing continued

\ ()

Greenville
South Carolina
Loc a t i o n

Greenville is located in the northwest corner of
South Carolina, roughly equidistant between
Charlotte, North Carolina, and Atlanta, Georgia.
The city, some 250 miles inland,

is on the

southern portion of the Piedmont Plateau, which
extends from Virginia into northern Georgia. The
northern portion of Greenville County is crossed
by the Blue Ridge Mountains, with altitudes to
3500 feet.

The Greenville metropolitan area consists of
three counties - Greenville, Spartanburg and
Pickens - and is the largest in South Carolina ,
with a population of 560,000. The area has grown
substantially , partly because of its location at
the intersection of four

u. s .

position on Interstate 85.

highways and its

.. ··~Vcharleston
........ ..

Locatir1g
Greenville

tains gave people in the low country an escape
from the humidity and fevers .

History

By the early

1800' s Greenville had become a vacation area.
Choices, a book prepared by the Greenville Coun-·

Demand for a road which could meet increasing

ty Planning Commission, offers the following

seasonal traffic [requirements] led to the con-

synopsis of Greenville's history.

struction of a State road from Greenville to Columbia where it connected with the road leading

"Greenville County, prior to 1776, was a part of

to Charleston.

the vast Cherokee Nation.

in 1824, connected Greenville with the markets

It wasn't until the

The Saluda Turnpike, completed

American Revolution that the State of South

to the northwest.

Carolina, through a treaty with the Cherokees,

to profit further from the already established

purchased what is now called Greenville County.

tourist trade, a rail line was extended in 1853

In 1781, the area was safe for settlement, and

from Columbia to Greenville. Although Greenville

migrants from northern states and the densely

had a population of only 21,900 in 1860,

populated areas to the east began to settle in

emerged as a chief trade and transport center in

Greenville County ••••

northwestern South Carolina.

"What drew people to Greenville County was the

"Agricultural entrepreneurs began growing cotton

proximity to the Blue Ridge Mountains. The moun-

and constructing mills in Greenville after the

To tap these new markets and

lt had

Civil War. Advantages of widespread water power,

once 90 percent of those employed in manufactur-

proximity to raw cotton, greatly improved rail

ing were in textiles, today only 20 percent work

transportation and available labor allowed the

in textile mills as Greenville's economy contin-

cotton textile industry to expand rapidly •••• By

ues to grow and diversify."

4

1930 textiles had clearly surpassed agriculture

as the primary means of support, and the City of

One reason that Greenville was able to diversify

Greenville was known as the 'Textile Center of

its industrial base is that,

the South.'

things, it enjoys a reputation as a good busi-

"among other

'
I
'
'
ness town. ,,5 Greenville
s reputation
1.s
the bus-

"Although the number of persons employed in tex-

iness of Bob Leak, an Economic Development Rep-

tiles has declined, this decline has been offset

resentative with the Greater Greenville Chamber

by a rapid expansion of the apparel industry and

of Commerce.

the gradual influx of new industries ••••

Since

ity and distribution opportunities, while impor-

1955, industrial diversification in Greenville

tant, are not the key to the city's most recent

has continued at an increasing rate.

development.

Leak suggests that land availabil-

"Wha.t we promote is 'livability.'"

The decision to locate is made by top executives
"Tocl.ay Greenville County's population is approx-

looking for a certain lifestyle, making enter-

imately 276,000, with nearly 51,000 employed in

tain.ment, cultural activity and shopping imper-

some phase of the manufacturing industry.

tant.•

Where

"A lot of

[executives] are interested

b e c a use they can play golf year round."

6

The Central Area

·rhe success of Greenville's promoters has outgrown Greenville.

The population of the City of

Greenville has remained at around 60,000 since
1940 and new industry, neighborhoods and the
services that support them have moved successively further from the city center, seeking the
"livability" they did not find there .

Along

Interstate 385, the major artery through the
Greenville area, there have emerged four commercial addresses:

the intersection of I-385 and

I-85, Haywood Road, Pleasantburg Drive,
Downtown.

and

The last of these is the least cohe-

sive and the weakest .

The broadest goal of the

Greenville Central Area Action Plan is to consolidate the identity of the downtown address .

7

The downtown area, which was once the principal
location for retail activity, met ir1ereased competition from the suburban malls, beginning most
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noticeably in 1968 with the opening of McAlister
Square. Sales declined and many of the merchants

Demand for Office Space

moved, leaving the Central Area with a growing
inventory of vacant retail space.

In 1968, the

Not everyone, though, was leaving the downtown

Greenville Downtown Development Plan and Program

area.

developed by Marcov, O'Leary and Associates with

there was a net increase of over six hundred

Hammer, Greene, Siler Associates proposed to

thousand square feet of multi-tenant office

"renew the Downtown and restore its compe ti ti ve

space in the inner city.

leadership. 118

their

cent of that was built between 1977 and 1981,

plan came to fruition, including improvements to

giving the market an opportunity to absorb the

Main Street and the development of the Green-

glut of space produced in the five years from

ville Commons/Hyatt Hotel, they were not enough

1972-1976.

to keep Belk-Simpson and J. C. Penney,

occupancy rates for 1981 are estimated at ap-

While several

aspects

of

the last

major tenants downtown, from moving to Haywood

During approximately the same period,

10

Less than twenty per-

The space has

proximately 94%.

been

absorbed

and

11

Mall in August, 1980. The "bottom line" was that
in 1980 the volume of downtown Greenville sales

One of the first tasks to be accomplished to de-

was 19 percent of what i t was in 1967, repre-

velop a downtown plan was an assessment of the

senting a loss of $110 million of expenditures

market for retail, office, hotel and housing

in constant 1981 dollars.

activity.

In the estimation of the demand for

office space the economic consultants made the

percent.

The trend line analysis indicates that

following analysis.

downtown Greenville could absorb 50,400 net
square feet leasable space annually between 1982

"The demand for multi-tenant office space correlates closely with changes in employment.

and 1991.

12

Esti-

mates of nonagricultural wage and salary employment and its relationship to past office space

P1anning Analysis

absorption trends are the basis for projecting
••• multi-tenant office space demand for Green-

After an analysis was inade of the market poten-

ville's downtown.

tial for the downtown area, the existing con<litions for development i n that area were mapped
(The drawings used in this sec~

"Based on employment projections ••• Greenville

and assessed.

County can expect a demand for approximately 1.1

tion are adapted from these maps.)

million net square feet of new multi-tenant of-

Central Business District has historically been

fice space over the period 1 982-1991.

Between

defined as the area between Academy and Church

1970 and 1979, downtown captured 40.5 percent of

Streets on the west and east s i des, and between

the county-wide multi-tenant demand.

Elford Street and Camp e rdown Way on the north

During the

last year or so, this share increased.

There-

and south.

Greenville's

According to the consultants, i t is

the trend line projection assumes that

an area in which 7500 people work every day,

downtown could increase its past capture by five

$26.7 million in retail mer c handise is sold an -

fore,

--

=o

- -

0

9

Central
Business District

nually and over 82,000 vehicles pass through

The second group of issues that was addressed

dai·1 y. 13

suggests the likelihood that development will
take place, or Areas of Vitality. "The 'hottest'

The first group of issues examined was the

areas are those with higher land values, greater

area's Stability and resistance to change.

The

retail or office activity ••• and greater acces-

assessment was based on a number. of issues,

in-

sibility by auto and foot."

15

eluding age, height, condition, degree of use,
and historical or architectural merit, as well

A pair of individual subjects that were a part

as a property's availability for

of this second group merit closer examination

reuse or

development.

here.

They are a map of existing systems of

access and parking,

and an estimation of the

Properties labeled "hard" are considered highly

areas perceived as most accessible.

resistant to change, and are unlikely to be re-

very different.

developed or would be extremely costly.

On the

little more time and effort to reach one area of

other hand, "soft" properties are those which

downtown than another, some areas are understood

are "vacant awaiting development,

to be more easily reached.

little or no demolition,

[require]

[are] owned in large

The two are

While technically it takes very

It is an important

issue in determining the desirability and nature
16

1\cti vi-

tracts, or [contain] abandoned or deteriorating

of development on a particular site.

structures which can be cleared."

ties which desire high visibility or public con-
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tact demand properties that are seen to be highly accessible.

The Greenville
Central Area
Action Plan

The combination of resistance to change and market demand is the background against which the
Action Plan was developed.

The goals identified

are as follows:
1.

Maximize private investment in Downtown.

2.

Support Back-To-The-City Housing Opportuni ties.

3.

Eliminate Blight through Productive Use
of Land and Buildings.

4.

Enhance Municipal Resour c es with Private
Investment Leverage.

5.

Develop Downtown Greenville as a Region.
17
al Center for the Piedmont.

In greatly simplified terms the Central Area Ac tion Plan proposes that the Central Area be encircled with a "Greenway" of housing, recreation
facilities and pedestrianways . The center of the
circle , and therefore Greenville, is to be established by reinforcing an axis between and

1 a a .i

SITE
1 • Hampton Court
2. Main at Park

USES
Housing
Parking
Housing
Parking

PROGRAM
240
625
140
210

Units
Spaces
Units
Spaces

3. Court Square
170,000 s.f. .
Office Tower Office
104,000 s.f.
Multi-Service Public Office
Center
Stone Bldg.
Office Re-Use
24,000 s.f.
8,000 s.f.
Retail/Ent.
Re-Use
26,000 s.f.
Other Exist- Office Re-Use
30 Units
ing Bldgs. Housing Re-Use
200 Spaces
Parking
56,000 s.f.
4. Greenville Cen- Retail Re-Use
58,000 s.f.
ter /North Main Office Re-Use
12 Units
Specialty ReHousing Re-Use
735
Spaces
tail
Parking
5. Reedy River
Market
Traxler Bldg. Office Re-Use
20,000 s.f.
17,000 s. f.
Retail/Ent.
Re-Use
Townhouses
Housing
25 Units
5,600 s.f.
Sauer Bldg.
Retail/Ent.
Re-Use
120 Spaces
Parking
60,000 s.f.
6. Business Center Warehouse/
Service
Parking
60 Spaces
210,000 s.f.
7. u. s . Shelter/ Office
600 Spaces
Curb Market
Parking
20,000 Seats
Coliseum
8. Coliseum
Public Office
100,000 s.f.
1,500 Spaces
Parking

CLEMSON

SITE
9. Park Avenue
Townhouses
1 o. Elderly Housing
11 • McDaniel Green
Extension
1 2. Warehouse
Theater

USES
Housing
Housing
Housing
Retail/Ent.
Re-Use

PROGRAM
25 Units
65-100 Unit
11 Units
7,500 s . f.

From Greenville Central Area Action Plan, Crane
~ssociates, Inc., 1981.

Ut:i l~ERS lIY. LlB.R~R~

Jo

SITE

USES

Housing (LR)
Parking
Housing (LR/MR)
Parking
Open Space
3. Hotel
Housing (MR)
Office
Greenville
Parking
Retail
4. Reedy Bend
Housing (LR)
Parking
Housing (LR/MR)
5. Reedy Market
(Phase 2)
Office (Rehab)
Retail/Est.
(Rehab)
Hotel
Parking
6. Bell Tower Mall Housing (LR/MR)
Parking
Housing
7. Park-Bennett
Parking
Retail (Rehab)
8. Greenville
Center
Office (Rehab)
(Phase 2)
Housing (Rehab)
Parking
Housing
9. Urban Village
(LR/MR/Rehab)
Parking
1 o. Shelter. Center Office
(Phase 2, 3)
Parking
11. Court Square
Office
(Phase 2, 3)
Housing (MR)
Hotel (Rehab)
Parking
1 2. Federal Plaza
Office
Parking
Hampton
Extension
2. Textile Green

1•

PROGRAM
120 Units
180 Spaces
150 Units
300 Spaces
2 Acres
100 Units
1 00, 000 s • f.
250 Spaces
16,000 s.f.
180 Units
220 Spaces
100 Units
30,000 s.f.
30,000 s.f.

SITE
1 3. Duke Power/
McDaniel Green
Ext.
14. County Re-use

USES

PROGRAM

Housing (LR)
Office (LR)
Parking
Hotel
Parking
Housing

40 Units
40,000 s.f.
180 Spaces
300 Rooms
330 Spaces
15. Neighborhood
200-300
Infill Resid.
Units
16. Business Center Office/Service
40,000 s.f.
(Phase 2)
Parking
40 Spaces
17. Davenport
Housing (Rehab) 30 Units
Apartments
Parking
60 Spaces

300 Rooms
600 Spaces
120 Units
180 Spaces
120 Units
180 Spaces
40,000 s.f.
44,000 s.f.
15 Uni ts
460 Spaces
170 Units
170 Spaces
250,000 s.f.
300 Spaces
350,000 s. f.
60 Units
300 Rooms
800 Spaces
180,000 s.f.
200 Spaces

From Greenville Central Area Action Plan, 1981,
Crane Associates, Inc .

parallel to Washington and McBee Streets.

The

as large scale and requiring accessibility,

intersection of this axis with Main Street will

ample parking, and room for "unique building

form a so-called "town center." Using major com-

forms."

mercial centers as anchors, the existing retail

design for these Anchors will provide the so-

area in the northern blocks of Main Street will

phisticated signature expected of the urban

be improved and marketed as "Greenville Center"

center."

in a manner similar to the suburban malls.

projects at both ends of Main Street, including

This

mall will draw on the new, close-in housing for
local clientele.

Several related projects deal

with surrounding properties.

The plan is sched-

uled for a two-phase implementation in a 10-year
period beginning in 1982.

The final goal, that of developing Greenville's
regional prominence, is seen as being partially
dependent on attracting employment and visitor
facilities significant enough to affect the skyline, image and traffic patterns of downtown.
Thes projects are described by the consultants

I

"Visual prominence and high caliber of

18

The immediate opportunities

Shelter Center.

include

The Shelter
Center
Proposal

Shelter Center is a development venture of
Shelter Corporation.

u. s.

Planning was begun inde-

pendently, although roughly concurrently, with
the Greenville Central Area Action Plan, and

u. s.

Shelter ' s plans were incorporated into the

latter project.

The first phase of Shelter Center is to include
the major building of the c omplex, the Southern
Bank Building, and two city-financed parking
structures.

The Southern Bank Building will

house the corporate headquarters for Southern
Bancorporation, the Greenville-based parent company of Southern Bank and Trust Company, as well
as those of

u. s.

Shelter corporation.

The main

Greenville branch of Southern Bank will be located on the most public level of the building;
an exclusive restaurant catering to executives
and their guests is intended for the top floor.

Later phases of development are expected to add

'. fhe table which follows describes the areas in

approximately a quarter of a million square feet

square feet required by each activity and the

of office space and additional parking.

Con-

quantities of parking intended for each phase.

struction of these phases is anticipated before

The requirements for the two major tenants will

the end of the ten-year program of the Action

be described in detail in sections which follow.

Plan and may well be underway before the first
phase is complete.

The initial planning of the project should include a response to existing and anticipated
circulation patterns and visual relationships
that forms a foundation for the development of
later phases.

Considering the role of Shelter

Center anticipated in the Central Area Action
Plan, such a response might suggest the planning
of a major public space or spaces or appropriately enhancing existing or anticipated public
spaces on adjacent properties.

General Planning Requirements - Shelter Center

Square Feet

Phase 1
Office Space
u. s. Shelter (Net)
Southern Bancorporation
(Net)
Leasable Space (Net)
Total Net Office Space

74,600
60,000
75,400
210,000

Total Gross Area (Net +25%)

260,000+/-

Parking

600 cars

Phase 2
Office Space (Net)

150,000

Parking

200 cars

Phase 3
Office Space (Net)

100,000

Parking

100 cars

The exact breakdown of later phases has not been
specified. The areas indicated may occur in more
or fewer phases.

The Clients:
Motives
and IIllage

II U.S. Shelter Corporation

Shelter Center takes its name from its developer,

u. s .

Shelter Corporation.

In operation for

nearly ten years, Shelter is an example of the
white-collar, service-oriented corporation that
Greenville is seeking to attract to its inner
city. Beginning with revenues of approximately a
quarter of a million dollars from activities as
a manager and syndicator of multi-family properties, the Company was able to report revenues of
seventeen million dollars in its 1980 Annual Report.

19

Its unprecedented growth has swollen the

Company beyond the capacity of its two-ye.::ir-o ld
headquarters building,
new facilities .

forcing i t to look for

According to one offi c ial of

Shelter, those first operations, property management and syndication continue to "put meat
and potatoes on the table ; everything else is
gravy."

20

The Management and Syndication Divisions have

owners.

spawned a rather diverse group of service compa-

chance to develop at a location which they re-

nies and promise to provide funds for the devel-

gard as the financial and business center of

opment of others.

Areas in which

u. s.

Shelter

is now involved are insurance, leasing, data
processing and construction.

The Beattie Place site offers Shelter a

Greenville.

22

Shelter Center is a response to a

market thirsty for office space.

While the Property

u. s.

Management group operates properties in 21

The image that

Shelter wishes to establish

states, most of the newer operations work mostly

at its new location is less easily identified

within the Greenville Area.

than the motives which take it there.

The very

attributes which make the Company successful,
Shelter's recognition of its role as a citizen

growth and diversity, make i t equally i l l -

of the Greenville area is one of the motives for

defined. Its portfolio of some 45,000 apartments

its move to Downtown Greenville.

u. s.

Shelter

ranges from HUD-subsidized units to luxury

has always . regarded Greenville as its home, and

apartments.

has ownership relationships with some of the

together a heterogeneous group of business and

City's leading corporations.

leadership styles.

The Company views

Shelter's acquisitions have brought

the downtown site as an opportunity to fulfill
.
.
d uty to Greenvi. 11 e. 21
wh at it
sees as its

u. s.

The best estimate of the profile that

u.s.

Shel-

Shelter is primarily motivated, however, by the

ter wishes to project, therefore, is offered by

desire for profit and the best interests of its

the example of the financial structure described

earlier.

Whatever high-risk, high profit poten-

block across from Greenville County Courthouse,

tial projects Shelter takes on are possible be-

to which it has either lease or title.

cause of what it considers to be a sound econom-

opened a new Operations Center near Greenville

ic base in property management.

Mall and only its Headquarters and Main Branch

The bank

remain on the downtown site i t has occupied
since opening 20 years earlier.

SOUTHERN BANK

After analyzing

various expansion schemes, the decision was made
to move to leased space in Shelter Center.

Al-

By the time the Shelter Center project had been

though the East North Street address was consid-

announced, another Company , Southern Bank and

ered more convenient to customers by some,

Trust Company, and its holding company, Southern

decision came about because construction of an

Bancorporation, Inc., were evaluating their ex-

addition would likely have disrupted normal bank

isting and future space requirements.

Southern

operation, and leasing was an attractive alter-

Bank is the only major South Carolina bank with

native to financing construction and holding

headquarters in Greenville.

real estate.

Its growth has, in

the
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many ways, paralleled the city's.
In the two decades for which Southern Bank has
Southern Bank's evaluation centered primarily on

been in business, few years have seen as much

the use of properties, approximately one square

change in the banking industry as have the last

In an effort to permit increased

The Bank wishes to portray itself as a more so-

competition between financial institutions, the

phisticated, businesslike institution. It is not

Federal government has allowed the introduction

ostentatious, but bent on earning a profit for

of an unprecedented number of financial "prod-

its owners and customers.

ucts," such as Negotiable Orders of Withdrawal

seems to come as much from a metamorphosis with-

or "NOW" Accounts, and All Savers Certificates.

in the banking business as from Southern Bank's

One result of this is that Banks and Savings and

realization that the place in which i t is head-

Loan Associations offer similar services and

quartered is increasingly urban.

two or three.

The subtle change

appear more and more similar in character.

Southern Bank has sought to distinguish itself
through an advertising campaign in all forms of
media, suggesting that Southern Bank "Works
Harder for Your Money."

To the people in charge

of marketing, the slogan is a clear departure
and a more appropriate image than an earlier
portrayal of Southern as

Ban.
k

"the Shirt-sleeve

,,24
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Site Analysis
Inventory

The site for the Shelter Center Project is a 3.3
acre tract owned by the City of Greenville.
Located at the north end of the Central Business
District, it is one block east of Main Street .
The property is bounded by Beattie Place on the
south, East Elford Street on the north, and by
Brown and Church Streets to the east and west,
respectively.

The tract lies amid some of the most important
real estate downtown.

To the west,

on Main

Street , is the Daniel Building, headquarters of
Daniel International Corporation .

The building

is the city's tallest and is the most prominent
element in its skyline .

Diagonally across the

Main Street-Beattie Place intersection is the
Greenville Commons. The Commons is a public/private cooperative development that includes the
Greenville Hyatt Regency Hotel, IBM ' s Greenville
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Site
Inventory

offices, and the Max G. Heller Convention Cen-

ing Market Study suggests that i t will witne s s

ter.

The Commons opened in January, 1982. Other

dramatic changes. The site of the old Greenville

neighbors include the Greenville County Court-

County Courthouse and Annex is in a prime com-

house to the east of Greenville Commons,

the

mercial location because of its high visibility

Memorial Auditorium across Church Street and the

and ease of access, and is projected to become a

Springwood Cemetery, to the north of the site.

three hundred-room hotel comparable to the
Greenville Hyatt.

County offices that are then

relocated could occupy new space on property

Future

Development

across Church Street from Shelter Center.

This

publicly-owned land will also be the site of the
The neighbors to the immediate west and east of

proposed Greenville Coliseum, a 20,000-seat fa-

the site are a parking lot and a mixture of mo-

cility currently under consideration by public

tel and vacant land, respectively. The future of

referendum.

these sites, and of the others that may change,

will not change in their image, activity is ex-

is of paramount importance in the development of

pected to intensify and may require new struc-

Shelter Center.

tures.

While the other surrounding uses

The block of retail activity at the

southeast corner of Main and College Streets is
I

Anticipated development of the area discussed in

likely to see more office activity as other

the Central Area Action Plan and the accompany-

properties become occupied.

Perhaps most important is the future of the par-

boring owners (Daniel, Shelter, The Commons)

eel immediately to the west of the site. Because

will purchase and develop the property as a

of complex ownership and a high asking price,

"front yard" to their own buildings. However, it

the property currently has no better use than a

remains quite possible that the site will see no

small bank and some surface parking.

,
25
development in the near future.

Completion

of the Greenville Commons and the development of
the Shelter project are likely to drive the

Whatever the form of its development, it is un-

square foot price of the property to a level

likely that those with interest in the property

higher than that of any other in Greenville.

would intentionally do anything with i t that
would damage the value of neighboring proper-

In order for a developer to realize a return

ties. It is the value of these properties, after

from such a costly investment, it seems probable

all, that has increased the value of the tract

that a high-rise office building would eventual-

in question.

,

,
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ly take its place there. The Central Area Action
Plan anticipates further strengthening of the
Main Street axis, and new development is likely

Zoning

to orient to that thoroughfare.
The property is zoned as "C-4" by the City of
There is also a lesser possibility that neigh-

Greenville. "C-4" is a special commercial desig-

nation for the collective properties included in
the Central Business District.

The Zoning Ordi-

nance of the City of Greenville

(1981) allows

Orientation

most uses, including office, in this district.
There are no minimum yards, height restrictions,

The major axis of the rather linear property

parking and loading requirements or lot coverage

bears nearly sixty degrees east of due South.

. .
27
mini.mums.

Located at approximately 34° North latitude, the
area averages summer temperatures of 73 degrees
F. and winter temperatures of 59 degrees F.

Topography

Yearly average precipitation is 46 inches.

An

average wind of 6.4 mph comes primarily from the
The site has an unusally large change in eleva-

southwest.

Greenville typically experiences ap-

tion across its width, sloping over thirty-five

proximately 2884 heating degree days each year,

feet from extreme to extreme. Other than the

using 65°F. base temperature.

28

slope, however, the property exhibits no unusual
features.

Soil tests indicate weathered rock to

a depth of approximately forty feet below the

Vehicular Traffic

surface, at which point comparatively solid rock
is encountered.

Beattie Place and East North Street, one-way
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Site
Topography

streets which couple to form an east-west tho-

northern end of pedestrian activity.

roughfaire , and Church Street , running north and

no pedestrians use any of the streets adjacent

south , are the busiest streets in downtown

to the Shelter Center site.

Greenville.

Their intersection at the corner of

that the site could witness the development of a

the site is the point at which a plurality of

pedestrian link between Main Street and a future

people enter or leave the Central Business Dis-

Coliseum, through or around the Commons.

trict .

Virtually

It is conceivable

East Elford Street, by contrast , sees

little traffic . Despite its size , it serves much
as an alley and truck route , as does Spring
Street.

Conc l u s ions

Movement on Brown Street is limited if

not nonexistent .

A combination of the topography and the clients'
wishes for an appropriate image suggests two
primary building sites.

Pedestrian Circulation

The west end is of more

immediate importance because of its proximity to
Main Street, the Commons and the Daniel Build-

Pedestrian movement , encouraged by the land-

ing.

The site at the ea s t end offers greater

scaping of Main Street in recent years , is re-.

visual accessibility, located at an entrance to

stricted primarily to that street.

The Green-

the Central Business District, but lies in some-

ville Commons and the Daniel Building mark the

thing of a "no- man's land" until its surround-
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ings are developed.

The remainder of the con-

clusions evident in the drawings include likely
points of vehicular access, important offsite
relationships, and anticipated conflicts between
pedestrian and vehicular movement.

Activities
and Needs
U .S. Shelter Corpora tion

'l'he activities of U, S, Shelter bear little, if
any, resemblance to those of a productionoriented organization.

There is no process that

can be defined in terms of input and finished
goods . Business is carried out through decisions
and tasks that occur in a rarely predictable seq u ence.

Therefore ,

the analysis of space re-

quirements and relationships must be centered
primarily around the groups and individuals
called upon to make such decisions and perform
such tasks .

The current information presented

is based on Shelter's own estimates,

A projec-

tion of employee and program needs for 1985
follows each division listing and an estimate of
1 990 needs concludes the section.
indicate net square feet.

All numbers

•-:_ll_

....

~

t
are the center of this unusually diverse group
of activities.

It is often in the Board Room

that employees of Shelter's subsidiaries have

Administration

their only personal contact with the parent c o mThe structure of

u. s.

Shelter Corporation is

pany.

It is also here that most public meetings
Except for the

typical of most American business organizations.

and presentations are held.

The Company has a nine-member Board of Direc-

lobby, which is more public, the Board Room is

tors.

at once the most public and exclusive space in

1~e Board directs the general affairs of

Shelter through its quarterly meetings.

Formal-

the Shelter facility.

ly, the Board's policies are carried out by the

President of

u. s.

Shelter.

Decisions that affect the Company as a whole are
discussed and disseminated through periodic
meetings of the heads of the Company's divisions
and subsidiaries.

Other than such coordination,

the divisions act as independent organizations
in the majority of their activities.

The Administration Offices, and the Board Room,

t

Administration
President
Conference
Toilet
Executive Secretary
Exec. Vice President, Administration
Executive Secretary
Exec. Vice President, Development
Executive Secretary
Vice President, Accounting & Finance
Executive Secretary
Financial Analyst
Board Room with Kitchen
Total Administration

375
100
50
150
300
100
300
100
225
100
1 50
450

Legal Department
Vice President, General Counsel
Executive Secretary
Assistant General Counsel
Secretary
Legal Library
Total Legal

225
100
150
100
150

Employee Relations Department
Personnel Manager
AdminiGtrative Assistant
Insurance and Safety Director
Total Employee Relations

225
150
150

2,375

725

525

Total Program Area

3,625

Total Area (add corridors, etc.)
Expansion

5,075
2,795

Projected Total - 1985

7,800

All advertising for

u. s.

Shelter '·s properties

is handled centrally, at this office.

Space is

provided for an Advertising Director, Art Direc-

Property Management

tor and Assistant.
The Property Management Division is responsible
for the supervision of over 45,000 residential
apartment units, encompassing over 110 apartment
.
. 21 states. 29
properties
in

Shelter's property management activities operate
on four levels.
resident manager.

Each apartment project has a
Approximately ten resident

managers report monthly to a property manager,
and the property managers are, in turn , supervised by one of three regional managers.

The

Property Management Division
Executive Vice President
Executive Secretary
Assistant to the Vice President
Secretary
Word Processing Clerk
Purchasing Assistant
Auditorium or Meeting Room
Advertising Director
Secretary
Advertising Assistant
Art Director
Total Management

300
100
150
100
100
100
450
150
100
100
150

Property Management Greenville
Assistant Vice President
Secretary
Property Manager (3@ 150)
Secretary
Total Management Greenville

225
100
450
100

final level of management is the Executive Vice
President, Property Management .

30

Total Program Area
The Greenville

Regional Manager's office, as well as those of
his property managers,

is to be

Shelter headquarters in Greenville.

1,900

875

-

2,775

--

Total Area
Expansion

3,885
3,315

Projected Total - 1985

7,200

located at

Syndication
The Syndication division is engaged in acquiring
real estate assets to make private placements
with clients.

The division identifies suitable

Syndication Division
Executive Vice President
Executive Secretary
Director of Acquisitions
Assistant Vice President (2@ 150)
Secretary
Total Syndication

300
100
150
300
100

AmReal Corporation
Administrative Vice President
Executive Secretary
Secretary
Total AmReal

225
100
100

950

-425

Total Program Area

1,375

analyzes a proposed project, negotiates a price

Total Area
Expansion

1,925
3,475

and terms with the owner and forms limited part-

Projected Total - 1985

5,400

projects (including projects developed by Shelter's construction and development business),

nerships to purchase the project with investors'
funds.

It also supervises the administrative,

accounting and legal functions relating to the
acquisition of projects and the sale of inter31
ests therein.

Southern

u. s.

Realty is a sales branch of Shel-

ter; it maintains typical real estate sales of-

Construction and
Development

fices elsewhere in Greenville for disposal of
individual small properties acquired by Shelter.

The Construction and Development Division ineludes the offices of Shelter Development, Incorporated, the Company-owned construc.tion firm,
as well as the Assistant Vice President for Development and the head of Southern

u. s.

Shelter Development, Incorporated,

Realty.

(SDI) pro-

vides full construction services both to

Construction and Development Division
President, Shelter
Development, Inc. (SDI)
Executive Secretary
Project Manager (2@ 150)
Conference Room
Asst. Vice President, Development
Vice President, First Piedmont Corp.
Asst. Vice President, Southern
u. s. Realty
Secretary

225
100
300
150
150
150
150
100

u. s.
Total Program Area

1,325

Total Area
Expansion

1,855
1,845

Projected Total - 1985

3,700

Shelter and to parties not affiliated with Shelter.

It is involved with the development and

construction of new projects, the renovation of
existing structures managed by Shelter, and the
provision of cost analyses for the evaluation of
potential projects.

Sullivan

Company

Although much of Sullivan Company's business is
with

u. s.

Shelter, the Division operates as an

.
.
independent
insurance
o ff.ice. 32

Sullivan offers

Sullivan Company
President
Market Research Analyst
Vice President and Sales Manager
Vice President, Homebuilders
Salesman (2@ 150)
Office and Underwriting Manager
Secretary
Claims Clerk (3@ 50)
Personal Processing (2@ 50)
Commercial Processing (6@ 50)

300
150
225
225
300
150
100
150
100
300

Total Program Area

2,000

Total Area
Expansion

2,800
5,400

Projected Total - 1985

8,200

both commercial and personal lines of insurance
coverage to the public.

Because of its relatively independent activities, there should be development of a public
space or lobby exclusively for this Division.

Division, and requires a special,

controlled

environment for proper use and maintenance.

Computer Resources
Like the Sullivan Company, Computer Resources,
Incorporated, operates independently of

u. s.

Shelter and requires its own public spaces.

As

Computer Resources, Inc.
President
Office Administrator
Secretary/Receptionist
Office Clerk
Director of Marketing
Total Computer Resources

300
150
100
100
225
875

well as providing data processing services for
Shelter, Computer Resources deals with clients
in Greenville, Columbia and Charleston. In addition to administration, the Division is organized into three overlapping groups of activity.
The first, Client Services, assists the client
in assessing his needs.

The second, Systems,

Production
Vice President/Dir. of Production
Production Supervisor
Data Entry Supervisor
Lead Operator
Operations Manager
Production Clerk
Production Coordinator (2@ 75)
Computer
. Form Storage
Tape Storage
Total Production

225
150
150
100
150
100
150
1,000
150
150
2,325

develops software systems for use by Computer
Resources and its customers.

The Production

group is responsible for actually running jobs:
utilizing the systems for the benefit of clients.

The computer itself is housed in this

Systems
Vice President/Director of Systems
Systems Software Programmer
Programmer (3@ 50)
Programmer - Trainee (2@ 50)
Project Leader (2@ 75)
Total Systems

225
100
150
100
150
725

Client Services
Director, Client Services
Contract Program Analyst
Account Executive
Client Service Representative
Total Client Servcies

225
150
150
150
675

Total Program Area

4,600

Total Area
Expansion

6,440
1,560

Projected Total - 1985

8,000

~I)

Leasing Division

Leasing
General offices for Equipment Leasing Corporation and Tempo Leasing, the two leasing service
companies acquired by

u.

Equipment Leasing Corporation
President
Executive Secretary
Senior Vice President
Secretary
Small Lease Administrator
Administrative Assistant
Vice President, Sales
Accounts Manager
Total Equipment Leasing

300
100
225

mo
150
100
150
150
1,275

S. Shelter, are also to

be accommodated at the main office of the

Tempo Leasing
Manager

Company.

Total Program Area

1,425

Total Area
Expansion

_,, 605

Projected Total - 1985

~,600

·150

1,885

is required for secured records and other
,valuables.

Accounting
and Finance
A smaller group of accountants works for various

u. s.

The Accounting and Finance Department is respon-

divisions of

Shelte r as part of those di-

sible for the establishment and maintenance of

visions' ongoing activities.

financial records necessary for the proper con
duct and reporting of
long-term business.

u. s.

Shelter's daily and

Included in this area are

four groups of activity, as well as space for

A third group provides accounting expertise for
special projects and studies by

u. s.

Shelter

pursuant to new ventures.

external auditors.
Finally, Accounting and Finance includes space
The largest of the accounting groups is that

for the Internal Auditor. 1'he Internal Auditor,

which maintains records for the Property Manage-

in checking for compliance with Company's ac-

ment Division of rent receipts and project ex-

counting policies, deals in large part with the

penditures.

entire department, but reports exclusively to

Clerks maintain records of accounts

receivable, accounts payable, banking functions,
and payroll.

the Board of Directors.

Paper records are kept in open

shelf files accessible to the clerks.

A vault

u. s.

Shelter is publi c ly audited by an external

Auditor.

The complexity of the Company's activ-

ities are such that at least three auditors remain on the job year-round.

At the year's end,

Corporate Accounting
Assistant Controller
Administrative Assistant
Accountant (3@ 150)
Bookkeeper
Total Corporate Accounting

150
100
450
100

Special Accounting
Assistant Controller
Administrative Assistant
Accountant (2@ 150)
Total Special Accounting

150
100
300

800

an approximately twenty-five-member audit staff
must be accommodated.

Accounting and Finance Department
225
Controller
Administrative Assistant
100
Vault
300
Subtotal Accounting & Finance

625

Audit
Internal Auditor
Secretary
External Auditor (3@ 25)
Total Audit
Total Program Area

Property Management Accounting
Assistant Controller
Administrative Assistant
Payroll Clerk (2@ 50)
Supervisor, Accounts Payable
Accounts Payable Clerk (15@ 50)
Supervisor, Accounts Receivable
Accounts Receivable Clerk (15@ 50)
Banking Clerk (4@ 50)
Mortgage Payables Accountant
Total Management Accounting

150
100
100
150
750
150
750
200
150

Corporate Accounting
Assistant Controller
Administrative Assistant
Accountant (3@ 150)
Bookkeeper
Total Corporate Accounting

150
100
450
100

2,500

800

550

150
100
1,250
1,500
5,975

---

Total Area
Expansion

8,365
18,835

Projected Total ·- 1985

27,200

General
Lobby
Switchboard/Receptionist
Mail Room
Office Services Supervisor
Canteen/Food Service

400
150
400
150
450

Total Program Area

1,550

Total Area
Expansion

1,550
1,950

Projected Total - 1985

3,500

Projected
Totals
1985

Projected
Totals
1 990

Administration

7,800

10,600

Property

7,200

10,500

Syndication

5,400

8,400

Construction & Development

3,700

6,500

Sullivan Company

8,200

14,000

Computer Resources, Inc.

8,000

10,000

Leasing

3,600

5,000

27,200

43,000

3,500

--2.!.200

74,600

113,500

Accounting & Finance
General

Southern Bancorporation

Southern Bank's facilities are to include three
basic levels of the organization: the executives
of Southern Bank and Trust Company and Southern
Bancorporation, the administration and major
divisions of Southern Bank, and the Greenville
Main Branch of the Bank.

An important element of the typical bank which
is not to be included in the new building is the
Operations Division.

A new,

separate facility

has recently been completed for that group.

Most of the major planning units of the bank act
relatively independently of each other, with the
primary interdepartmental interactions taking
place through the computer and over the telephone.

The divisions to be included are Execu-

tive, Audit, Compliance, Controller, Marketing,
Investments, Central Credit, Trust, Person11el,

Greenville Admi nistration, the Greenville Main
Branch, and other general requirements.

Space

requirements are based on the Bank's estimates
of anticipated growth in net square feet of
area.

The marketing efforts of the Company occasionally involve entertaining groups of dinner guests.

Executive

The board room is currently used for such activities, but there is potential for using the fa-

The Executive Offices of Southern Bank and Trust

cilities of the restaurant to be housed within

Company are presently tucked into corners and

the building.

outbuildings in the Company's existing crowded
facilities.

The move to Shelter Center should

provide an opportunity to unify the group of
executives and give their offices appropriate
promi nence. At the same time, the accommodations
should be in keeping with the overall image of
the firm.

southern Bancorporation, of which these executives are part, also holds consumer finance companies in three other states, including Sobanco
Properties, Inc., and World Acceptance Corporation.

Executive Group
Chairman Emeritus
Toilet
Secretary (part-time)
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Toilet
Administrative Assistant
President
Toilet
Administrative Assistant
Executive Vice President and Cashier
Senior Vice President, Commercial
Lending
Senior Vice President and Senior
Loan Officer
Administrative Assistant
Senior Vice President and Senior
Operations Officer
Secretary
Vice President, Financial Administration and Corporate Planning
Secretary
Board Room with Kitchen

300
50
100
450
50
150
375
50
100
300
300
300
100
300
100
225
100
450

Total Program Area

3,800

Total Area
Expansion

5,320
1,680

Projected Total - 1985

7,000

Audit Department
Vice President and General Auditor
Assistant General Auditor (2@ 150)
Senior Audit Officer (3@ 75)
Assistant Audit Officer (2@ 50)
Secretary

Audit
The Audit Department is responsible for assuring

Total Program Area

225
300
225
100
50
900

that the procedural standards for the Bank's accounting are maintained.

The department's audi-

tors are assigned in teams to assess the preci-

Total Area
Expansion

1,260
1,640

Projected Total - 1985

2,900

sion and appropriateness of branch recordkeeping.

The makeup and relationship of the teams

vary according to the project to which they are
assigned.

10

Compliance Department
Compliance Officer
Assistant Compliance Officer
Secretary

Compliance

225
150
1 00

Total Program Area

475

Total Area
Expansion

665
135

Projected Total - 1985

800

The banking industry is one of the most heavily
regulated by Federal and State governments .

In

recent years, the scrutiny of official agencies
has increased in intensity.

'!'he Compliance De-

partment exists solely to make sure that each
aspect of the Bank's operations

is

ance with applicable regulations.

in accord-

Each officer

of the Bank is responsible in some respect for
the Bank's compliance , but the Compliance Department is ultimately accountable .

both of which deal with various negotiable
documents.

Controller
Controller's Department
The Controller is the chief accounting officer
of the organization and has broad administrative
duties as a part of that office.

The department

is responsible for the maintenance of corporate
accounting records.

It is also responsible for

providing a picture of the Company's financial
position on a daily basis.

A large part of the

accounting work is done electronically, result-

Vice President and Controller
Secretary, Financial Typist
Vice President and Deputy Controller
Assistant Controller
Assistant Cashier, Insurance
Accounts Payable Clerk (2@ 50)
General Ledger Clerk
Part-time General Ledger Clerk
Wire Transfer Clerk (2@ 50)
Cash Desk
Microfilm Station
Microfilm and General Storage
Auditor or Examiner (4@ 50)

225
100
150
150

100
100
50

50
100

50
100

200
200

Total Program Area

1,575

Total Area
Expansion

2,295

Projected Total - 1985

~.Q_(?_

ing in large printouts that are microfilmed for
storage.

The microfilming station included in

the department is shared with other divisions of
the Bank.

Two secured areas are included in the Department, the Cash Desk and Wire Transfer Clerk,

2,205

Business Development and Marketing Department
225
100
100

relationships with current customers. All of the

Senior Vice President
Administrative Assistant
Marketing Communications Coordinator
Assistant Vice President and
Assistant Marketing Officer
Administrative Assistant, Public
Relations
Sales Training Director
Salesperson, Automated Clearing
House (ACH)
Sales Material Storage

promotional give-aways that are used to encour-

Total Program Area

1,075

Total Area
Expansion

1,505
1,495

Projected Total - 1985

3,000

Business Development
and Marketing
Business Development is involved both in generating new business for the Bank, and maintaining

150
100
100
100
200

age new accounts are planned in this division.

Another aspect of the Department's work has increased in importance in recent years.

As new

financial "products" become available, the Business Development and Marketing Department's
Sales Training Manager is asked to teach the
Bank's customer contacts how to present them to
the public.

Investments Department
Vice President
Investment Representative
Municipal Credit Analyst
Operations Clerk (2@ 50)

Investments

225
150
150
100

Total Program Area

625

Total Area
Expansion

875

Projected Total - 1985

875

A bank or other similar financial institution
makes a profit by successfully investing the
money deposited in customer accounts.

terest or value earned is divided between interest paid to account holders and the revenues
of the bank.

The Investments Department determines investments of appropriate risk and return and sees to
the mechanics of investing the money.

In addi-

tion, the Bank will act on behalf of customers
in the use of their own funds.

0

The in-

will after death, or seeing that a fund or other
assets are appropriately invested as an inter
vivas, or living estate.

Trust
The Trust Division is a major aspect of Southern

A large support services group is required to

Bank's operations, as evidenced by the full name

manage the mechanics of gathering the assets of

It earns its income from

the customer, executing the will, documenting

fees for services provided to customers, whose

income and securing valuable assets such as art-

assets are kept separate and unmingled from

work and coins.

of the institution.

demand deposits.
Because of the nature and importance of its busAn individual comes to the Trust Division to

iness, the Trust Division must be both visible

have the Bank administer an estate or assets in

and accessible to elderly customers, with whom

trust.

it is most likely to do business.

The first contact is the officer for New

Its relation-

Business Development, who helps determine the

ships with other groups within the organization

individual and corporation's needs and direct

are similar to those of a customer, since i t

them to the appropriate group within the Divi-

acts in the role of an agent.

sion.

The Bank will, for a fee, act essentially

as an agent of the customer in administering his

Trust Division
Sr. v. P. and General Trust Officer
Secretary
Trust ·Officer, New Business
Secretary
Subtotal Trust Division

300
100
150
100
650

Personal Trust and Estate Administration
P. and Senior Trust Officer
225
Trust Officer
150
Assistant Trust Officer (3@ 100)
300
100
Secretary
Total Personal Trust

775

Employee Benefits and Corporat~ Trust
'l'rust Officer
Assistant Trust Offjcer
Employee Benefits Assistant (2@ 50)
Trust Investment Officer
Secretary
Trust Officer, Tax Department
Secretary
Total Employee Benefits

150
100
100
150
100
150
100
850

Support Services
Trust Officer, Support Services
Assistant Trust Officer, Operations
Trust Assistant (2@ 50)
Computer Key Operator (2@ 50)
Vault
Tape Storage
Total Support Services

150
100
100
100
200
100

v.

750

Total Program Area

3,025

Total Area
Expansion

4,235
1,765

Projected Total - 1985

6,000

Central Credit Department

Central Credit
Central Credit Administration, while it makes no

Vice President
Secretary
Assistant Vice President
Assistant Cashier
Clerk (3@ 50)
Total Program Area

225
100
150
100
150
725

credit decisions, is responsible for developing
and maintaining credit data and analyses for

Total Area
Expansion

1,015
285

loan officers and committees. The department al-

Projected Total - 1985

1,300

so answers queries concerning the credit status
of certain of the Bank's customers.

Personnel Department
Vice President
Secretary
Greenville Employment Officer
Payroll
Insurance Clerk
Utility Clerk

Personnel

150
100
150
100
50
50

The Personnel Department is responsible for the
Total Program Area

600

Total Area
Expansion

840
760

hiring and training of employees for Southern
Bank and Trust Company.

They are also called

upon to coordinate the formal evaluation process
Projected Total - 1985
and employee records, and to administer employee
benefits.

1,600

I

should support the image that the Bank advertises.

Greenville

Administration

The lobby should provide easy access to

tellers, check writing desks, customer service
representatives, and loan officers.

To be included in the new facilities at Shelter
Cenr.er are the regional offices of the Bank.

When banks began to offer loans to individuals,

The region .includes the Greenville area and is

the primary collateral was land,

headed by the City Executive.

One of the

amounts.

in great

Few individuals were in a position to

branches within this group is the Greenville

qualify for such loans, and i t was considered

Main Branch, currently housed at the Corporate

prestigious to be one of them.

headquarters.

were conducted in full public view, on a socalled "officers platform."

Loan interviews

Today,

loans are

available to more individuals, and a great deal

Greenville Main

of the status of applying for loans has vanished.

This suggests that the platform, so long

The Greenville Main Branch is the point of con-

a tradition in banks, may no longer be appropri-

tact for most customers at this location, and

ate.

should be the most accessible and visible aspect

cants, without sacrificing accessibility.

of the facility. The customer's first impression

Increased privacy is preferred for appli-

Once a loan is made with a commercial note, a

Greenville Main Branch

place is required to receive payments and in-

Asst. Vice President and Branch
Coordinator
Vice President and Commercial Loan
Officer
Vice President, Commercial Loans &
Business Development
Assistant Vice President and
Commercial Loan Officer
Head Teller
Tellers (5 @ 50)
Main Teller
Customer Service Representative,
New Accounts (3@ 50)
Domestic and International
Collections Clerk (2@ 50)
Lobby
Vault
Commercial Notes Clerk (5@ 50)
Vault

quiries about the status of debts.
process and maintain records.

Five clerks

Some collateral

and documents require secured storage.

Finally, as with the rest of the bank, most operations functions have been removed to a central location and are not to be included in the
branch.

Greenville Administration
Vice President and City Executive
Secretary
Vice President an<l Manager,
Commercial Loan Division
Administrative Assistant
Vice President/Branch Coordinator
Secretary
Total Program Area

225
100
150
100
150
100

150
150
150
100
100
250
50
150
100
450
300
250
50

Total Program Area

2,250

Total Area
Expansion

3,150
1,350

Projected Total - 1985

4,500

825

Total Area
Expansion

1, 1 55

Projected Total - 1985

2,000

845

0

General Requirements
Switch Board
Break Room

150
600

Total Program Area

750

Total Area
Expansion

750

Projected Total - 1985

750

0

Projected
Totals
1985

Executive Group

7,500

Audit

2,900
800

Compliance
Controller's

4,500

Business Development

3,000
875

Investments
Trust

6,000

Central Credit

1,300

Personnel

1,600

Greenville Administration

2,000

Greenville Main Branch

4,500

General

Projected
Totals
1990*

-

750

35,225

60,000

*No departmental estimates of growth were available for this period.

History
of the
Building Type
What

.

18

an Office?

"What does your father do?"
"My father is a plumber; he fixes pipes ."
"My father is a carpenter; he builds houses."

"Well, what does your father do?"
" I don ' t know . He doesn't do anything .
in his office .

lie works

1133

The last father may have to agree .

What he does

is so abstract and so rar.P-ly defined that he
himself may not have a clear und e rstanding of
the nature of his work.

So often, the most com-·

mon activities of society are the ones least
subject to such analysis ; they are taken for
granted and left to assumption.

No work is done in the sense of raw materials
being made into finished goods,
or products are moved about.
though,

or that people
One must admit,

that offices serve some meaningful

'!'he functions of the office have to

is a possibility that any reason might be used

do with two categories of activities, communica-

to rationalize a subjective choice, surveys of

.
l 34
tion
and contro.

corporate executives reveal two other primary

function.

motives for the congregation of offices.

The

first is that once a decision-maker has chosen
to be near other people who are valuable to the
company, i t is usually necessary to keep the
The two activities do not coexist without inter-

rest of the office close at hand.

action.

The decisions that are made by those in

corporation usually serves as an important deci-

charge are useless unless effectively conveyed

si o n-maker in both internal and external roles.

to others.

However ~eep the encroachments of

The second is that "downtown" locations typic-

machines into both areas become, the most deli-

ally develop a tradition and prestige that draw

cate, important and complex of these activities

firms seeking to maintain such

continue to be exercised by people.

decision-maker needs an address.

The need of people who control organizations and

Whatever the lure, the need of people to gather

communicate instructions and information to be

to do business and the evolving technical me a ns

near other such decision-makers is one of the

for getting them there constitute the history of

major reasons that office activities tend to

the office building.

centralize and increase in density.

While there

The head of a

an

image.

35
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The Early Office

The heritage of the office building began at
home.

The first office was probably a room in a

Greek house where the owner saw to the daily
records of trading and housekeeping.

Eventually

it was impossible or impractical to live where
the office was, so the office became "a room in
a house where no one lived.

1137

The

house

soon

became filled with offices as the neighborhood
changed from residential to commercial.

Accord-

ing to the Interiors Book of Offices,

" ••• an

old house serves fairly well as a small office
building.

It provides a number of small rooms,

and the necessary services in a way that has a
sense of comfort and informality."

38

Unfortunately, houses are unable to supply the
quantity and concentration of space that growing
urban areas require. Luckily for developers, the
elevator made its appearance in office buildings

in 1871, giving birth to another direction for
growth.

39

The early office buildings

of

large

striking, if primarily unbuilt proposals.

Mies

van der Rohe placed "a high aesthetic and intelon

uniform,

unbroken"

space.

41

cities such as Chicago and New York maintained a

lectual value

strong relationship with their residential an-

This "Universal space" offered f lexi bi li ty and

cestors • . They were a warren of room-offices.

lower construction costs to the developer, and

When Adler and Sullivan were designing the

an ideal to the architect.

Schiller Building in Chicago, the clients had
not yet decided whether the building was to be
an office building or a hotel, and instructed

Breaking New Ground

the architects to plan for either use; both required only a corridor lined with rooms as well

The Daily News Building (1931) in New York City

40 Th
.
·
as stairs,
e 1evators, and toi·1ets.
e promise

offers an example of the American tall building

of early solutions to the tall building in Chi-

returned from the Grand Tour .

cago traveled to Europe, and did not return in-

in those that follow, there were buildings more

tact. Le Corbusier (project for an office build-

advanced, but few more representative of the

ing,

time.

Zurich, 1933), Walter Gropius

(Chicago

In this case, as

Tribune competition with Adolph Meyer, 1922) and
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe had a great deal of in-

At the beginning of the 1930s, office and hotels

fluence on architectural thought through their

required a limited depth, because an estimated
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maximum depth of 27 feet from window to core was
needed for adequate lighting.

42

close was 4'6" wide, leaving a pier 4 feet wide.

"The high rent

Al though the structure was placed at 1 7 '0" in-

of the tower was paid for space with windows,

tervals, the intermediate piers remained func-

naturally, not

dark

space."43

Beginning

with

tional.

They accommodated the pipes and wires

this dimension, the requirements of vertical

that were traditionally placed to the side of

circulation and the famous setback requirements

columns .

44

of the 1916 Zoning Ordinance, the Daily News
takes on the ziggurat form of so many of its
neighbors.

The Glass Box

The windows played a major part in the planning,

The Lever House, designed by Skidmore, Owings

structure and the strong, vertical expression of

and Merrill and built in New York City in 1951,

the building.

had different technical constraints from the

Since environmentally sealed

buildings were not yet possible, the windows

Daily News facility.

were operable.

Real estate management consult-

windows for light and ventilation was, in most

ants had determined that the basic unit for of-

cases, eliminated by air conditioning and

fice planning was 8 1 6 11 •

fluorescent tubes .

It was also

determined

Dependence on operable

that the largest window that a secretary, being
of "the weaker sex:," could conveniently open and

Skidmore, Owings and Merrill's solution to the

r

C
0
.....
....,

Cl)

u

U)

needs of Lever Brothers on Park Avenue was also

fort was produced mechanically, the primary con-

different from most of its Manhattan predeces-

cerns for the exterior were cutting heat loss

sors because it did not consume all of the vol-

and facilitating maintenance.

ume of the site. The glass curtain-walled struc-

came an amenity rather than a necessity.

Natural light be-

ture consisted of two rectangular prisms. One is
a "donut" shape, and is raised above the side-

The building for Lever Brothers, because i t was

walk.

a single-tenant building, was exempt from some

The other rises vertically over approxi-

mately a quarter of the site.

of the limitations facing speculative office
buildings.

It was nonetheless influential.

Its

As in the Daily News Building, the relationship

simple approach to zoning restrictions to street

of technical requirements to the desire for win-

relationships, at the time unique, spawned a

dows strongly influenced the appearance of the

whole generation of imitations.

building.

Lever House's curtain wall appears to

have been required to keep the outside out as
much as the earlier building's openings were
asked to bring i t in.

Skin and Bones

A need for a plenum to

house air conditioning ducts for this closed en-

The attention to techni c al detail in Lever House

vironment justified the imposition of horizontal

enabled a successful ae s thetic expression of the

bands on the vertical mass.

project.

Since interior com-

As the technology of tall bui l dings

,)

advanced in the fifties and into the 1960s, the

time. 45

technique became the expression, a phenomenon
referred to as the "Skin and Bones" school.

The

The "Skin and Bones" school offered more than an

spirit of the United States was embodied in the

expression of commercial ego.

Using the essen-

strength of its commerce and industry and that

tial elements of structure as ornament elimi-

industry spoke in the new facilities i t created

nated the cost of applied decoration, and the

for itself.

Inland Steel was such a company

exposed structural elements were often more eco-

and, with the same firm that designed the Lever

nomical to fabricate and place than their more

House, the Illinois steel manufacturer built a

subtle counterparts.

19-story headquarters in Chicago.

also in Chicago, realized a 30% savings in con-

The John Hancock Building,

struction costs because of its exposed skele46

The building was eventually to house but a

ton.

single client, and a large, uninterrupted, effi-

of this period that took advantage of the sav-

cient space was called for.

ings without finding the strength of expression

The architects

achieved this by removing all serv.i ce functions
to a separate tower, and by supporting the
building proper with columns placed outside the
space.

The 60-foot span was considered the

largest clear span for an office building at the

There are, however, innumerable examples

evident at Inland Steel.

0

10

Office Space

Typical Floor

Inland Steel

.~

Ford
Foundation

block.

ship not just with one building, but with four.
The four buildings of the Center are a 56-story

According to the architects, the arrangement of

tower, a 19- story hotel, an eight-story office

the Foundation activities around a central space

building and a two-story Woolworth's, all ar-

was intended to "enforce the idea that everyone

ranged around the perimeter of a city block. The

at Ford Foundation is occupied with the same

space between is enclosed

eleemosynary goals, and that they are all part

winters.

of a common aim, whatever their different proj-

is fed by a network of "skywalks" and street en-

ects may be.

1148

.

One can stand in

the

space

and

see people all at once at varying tasks and dif-

against Minnesota

This "Crystal Court," as it is called,

trances and remains filled with activity during
business hours.

fering angles.
The Court functions as a center, not just for
49

The Ford Foundation's building successfully re-

the IDS complex, but for downtown Minneapolis.

lates interior to exterior space, even if it had

Because of its height and configuration i t is a

to create its own exterior.

focus and a vantage point.

It shares

this

The Center was built

abili ty with the IDS Center in Minneapolis, com-

at the convergence of the city's system of sky-

pleted five years later.

waD~s.

Standing at that convergence,

up at the surrounding building s
However, the IDS Center's space has a relation-

one looks

through a grid

of glass, meta l and plastic cubes.

The grid is

.. :-::.

:- . . . .

..•#•

·.·.·-:=::.-:

a framework of crystals similar to that from

caused office activity to concentrate continue

which the buildings themselves appear to have

to exist.

grown.

is taller buildings, and the height is usually

The Crystal Court, described as "magi-

The response to increased land cost

cal," offers an example of the potential of tall

limited only by the ability of the engineer.

buildings and the spaces which surround them to

addition, while accommodating the mechanical

. .
.
. h d rama. so
inJect
t h e city
wit

systems needed to support growing structures has
always been a factor in their design,

In

inflated

energy costs have focused unprecedented atten-

New Energy

tion on such systems.

The quality of the spaces in the Ford Foundation

Many recent tall buildings address an individual

headquarters and the IDS Center is not unique to

issue rather well. Relatively few address sever-

those projects.

al issues with equal energy.

The effort to create spaces of

One that comes

appropriate character is but one of the issues

close is the Citicorp Center by Hugh Stubbins

that have determined "what" tall buildings have

Associates in New York City.

become.

namic structural system and deals dramatically

lutions.

It continues to be examined in new soHowever, it seems that the fundamental

issue is technical.
"What?" is "How?"

The question asked after
'l'he pressures that originally

It employs a dy-

with its relationship to the city;

the area

which is weakest is the response to energy demand s .

Here first is an example which offers a

more comprehensive approach to the energy prob-

footcandles, or less than 2 watts per square

lem, a building partially occupied by IBM Cor-

foot.

poration in Detroit.

51

The architect is Gunnar
The design of the wall also helps reduce un -

Birkerts and Associates.

wanted heat gain.

The window area is decreased

Birkert's solution approaches the concern for

to about eighteen percent of the wall area and

energy consumption by manipulating the skin of

slanted back to avoid direct exposure.

the building.

The plan offers no unique layout

tion, exterior walls on the north and east sides

and the profile of the building is rather com-

are finished in gray, whilP. the south a nd west

mon, but the skin attacks two major contributors

facads are white.

to operating costs:

interior lighting and heat

The sides on which "heat ab -

sorption would be most welcome"
The other two reflect it.

gain.

In addi -

absorb

5
heat. 2

The final result of

this and the light-reflecting a r rangement is an
According to one description, natural light is

estimated forty percent reduction in peak solar

reflected upward through angled glass by a

load, with a payback period of approximately

curved stainless steel reflector.

eight years.

The panel fo-

cuses on a white matte -finished reflector above,
Interior arti-

It is interesting to note that the mechanical

ficial light levels have been kept at around 50

engine er was the same on both IBM's and Citi -

dispersing light into the room.

----

Pref inished l'v!etal
Panel t

Pref inished
Metal
Reflector

l" Insulated Clear
Glass-- - - - - -

Insulated Stainless
Steel Reflector

~{/> frtP

~

(!f

/

rµ

~.
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IBM

corp's buildings. The Citicorp Center also deals

the building to be a part of the street on a

with energy requirements, however less convinc-

more human, if not intimate, level than the top.

ingly.

Its real accomplishments are the rela-

tionships it addresses on different scales, and

TI1e weight of the building is~ brought to the

the means by which it does so.

columns by a trussed frame at each face of the
building.

The structure resists motion in high

Citicorp is most easily recognized by its image

winds with what is called a turned mass damper, a

on the skyline, a dramatically raked top at a

mechanism which moves to counter the movement of

scale much larger than human.

.
.
53
the bu1.ld1.ng.

The angled roof

purportedly awaits solar collectors, but cer-

The structure is equal to the

architecture.

tainly recognizes the public relations role of
such a large building.

There is much room for criticism of Citicorp
Center, but the success or failure of the build-

'rhe base of the building also demands one's at-

ing's expression is less pertinent to this dis-

tention. The tower rests on huge columns at the

cussion than is the fact that attention was

center of each side,

focused on the issues of human and urban scale.

leaving a large public

space at the street level.

While the space was

given in exchange for larger allowable floor
areas above, it is nonetheless there, permitting

010

Typical Floor
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Recurrent Themes

Tall buildings have witnessed evolving priorities in their design.

Each of the examples pre-

sented incorporated different means of achieving
the appropriate aesthetic physical solution for
their time.

A thread of continuity exists, how-

ever, because of the continuing technical and
planning goals which have always been important.
Except for the occasional corporate palace, the
goal of the designer in meeting the client's
needs is the building's economy.

Achie~ing that

requires the solution of problems of s true ture,
mechanical service, core location and module.

The requirement of efficiency has refined tall
buildings to their essence. The structure became
the architecture in the example of Inland Steel.
Finding a balance between economy of structure
and the open space requirements of the occupants
continues to be a primary issue.

The housing of pipes and wires had an important

building, allowing large uninterrupted spaces.

bearing on the expression of the Daily News

Where spaces of various sizes are to be rented,

Building as well as Birkert's IBM Building.

it is often preferable to place the core in an

As

mentioned earlier , the reduction of energy con-

off-center position.

sumption is one of the most important concerns

"

Currently,

Finally, there is a range of mo~ules from the

the use of in-floor electrical and telephone

eight-foot, six-inch module of the Dai~y News to

grids accommodate the most amorphous office

the five-foot , one-inch unit of Lever House.

layouts .

There is support for modules on down to thre e

facing designers of new buildings .

feet, but "it has not become clear that any
The extremes of core location are evident in the

particular. figure has, in practi c e, any special

examples addressed.

advantage since the equipment and space needs

The core in the paily News

' b'l't
varia
1 1 y.

54

Building, the IBM Building and the Citicorp Cen-

are of nearly random

ter was placed in the center to allow the most

module in use is five feet, based on the length

leasible space with the least unleasible core

of a standard desk .

and corridor requirements.

A

typical

The Inland Steel

Building and Lever House, desi<jhed for single

Based on the example of the buildings analyzed,

clients, were not concerned with corridor loca-

i t seems unlikely that the issues to be ad-

tion, and had cores at the extreme edge of the

dressed will change.

The relative importance of

particular concerns may shift, but history suggests that certain of them are undeniably part
of the successful solution.

Con·c lusion
Summary o f General
De si gn Considerations

The successes and failures of earlier examples
of tall buildings , the intentions of the major
occupants , and the potential of Greenville ' s
Downtown Area suggest some appropriate concerns
that are not contained in the specific spatial
requirements of the two major occupants .

They

include the following:

1.

The solution should take advantage of the
seeds of Downtown revitalization that are
already in place .

Of particular importance

are the Greenville Commons and the Daniel
Building, as well as patterns of circulation along Main Street.

2.

Shelter Center is a place of business .

It

is a means of presenting the theme of its
owners and occupants to a community of potential clients and customers.

3.

The Center's role as a public place should

ing once built.

be recognized.

ter Center should establish a valid system

Both of the major occupants

have expressed an interest in fulfilling
their role as corporate citizens of Greenville.

4.

Shelter Center has enormous potential for
influencing the image of Downtown Greenville.

The Central Area Action Plan points

out the role of Shelter Center as an anchor
for the Downtown market.

s.

Any solution should establish a

design

framework that will remain viable in chang ing surroundings.

The area surrounding the

site is, and is likely to remain in a state
of flux for many years. Some changes can be
anticipated; many cannot.

A similar level

of flexibility is required within a build-

for the future.

The initial phase of Shel-

Fr<l>m Beattie Place

The Southern Bank Building in
SHELTER CENTER
Greenville, South Carolina
May 1982

Ronald E. Geyer
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